
COMMUNION SERVER TRAINING 
Resurrection Church… Our goal is Jesus 

 
THEOLOGY 
God-fearing, Bible-believing Christians sometimes disagree on the nature of Holy Communion. 
 
On one end of the spectrum is _____________________________, the belief that there’s nothing going 
on in Holy Communion other than a symbolic object lesson. 
 
On the other end is __________________________, the Roman Catholic belief that in Holy Communion, 
the bread and wine cease to be bread and wine, becoming exclusively the body and blood of Jesus. 
 
Our position is that in Holy Communion the bread and wine remain bread and wine, but also become 
simultaneously the body and blood of Jesus, so that Jesus is truly present in, with, and under the 
elements of bread and wine.  It’s a __________________________. 
 
When Jesus instituted Holy Communion in Matthew 26, He plainly says, “This is my 
________________,” (v. 26) and “This is My ___________________” (v. 28). 
 
In I Corinthians _____, Paul writes that it’s actually dangerous to approach the Lord’s Supper in a 
careless manner.  Clearly, there’s more going on here than a merely symbolic object lesson. 
 
In suggesting that Holy Communion is merely about symbolism, representationalism says less than the 
Bible.  In saying the bread and wine physically change, transubstantiation says more than the Bible.  Our 
desire is simply to believe and agree with the Bible.  Jesus is really there, somehow, within the elements 
of bread and wine.   
 
We know that the early church believed in the real presence of Jesus in Holy Communion based on the 
writings of early saints like ________________________________. 
 
Justin Martyr’s First Apology was written c. AD ______, and in it he explained: “We do not receive these 
things as common bread or common drink… we have been taught that the food consecrated by the 
Word of prayer which comes from Him… is the flesh and blood of that incarnate Jesus.” 
  
Because Christ is really present in this meal, we treat the elements with great care.  Never forget, by the 
grace of God and the working of the Holy Spirit, you are handling our Lord’s body and blood. 
 
 
PROCEDURES 
POSITIONING 
When you come to receive Communion, line up on the ___________ side of the Altar (facing the stage). 

 
When preparing to serve Communion: (1) the _____________ for common cup is closest to the Altar, (2) 
the ________________ for common cup is next, and (3) the intinction station is farthest from the Altar. 
 
Please allow ample room on both sides between the Altar and the first station (bread for common cup) 
because the celebrant needs to move freely between the front and back of the Altar. 
 



SERVING 
When serving the bread for common cup, please hold up the wafer and simply say, “________________ 
_____________________________________.”  Then place the bread in the recipient’s hand. 

 
When serving the wine for common cup, please hold up the chalice and simply say, “________________ 
_____________________________________.”  Then carefully move the chalice to the recipient’s lips 
and gently tip it to allow for a sip of wine (encourage the recipient to help guide the chalice, but please 
do NOT let it go).  After the recipient has been served, please wipe that part of the chalice with the linen 
napkin (called a ____________________) following the SEVEN STEPS outlined in the handout, “HOW 
AND WHY TO USE A PURIFICATOR.”  Please wipe the rim of the chalice ______ and away using some 
force, then turn the chalice one _______________ turn in preparation for the next communicant. 

 
When serving by intinction, dip the bread into the wine (being careful not to put your fingers in the 
wine), hold up the wafer that has been partially dipped in wine, and simply say, “___________________ 
_____________________________________.”  Then allow the recipient to take the partially dipped 
wafer from you. 
 
PRONOUNCING BLESSINGS 
At Resurrection Church, we offer First Communion instruction to baptized children first grade and older.  
For the unbaptized (for example, many of the children from our Neighborhood Outreach Ministry) or 
young children who have not yet been instructed, we offer ________________ rather than Communion.  
If you’re not certain if a child should be communed, please ask the parent or guardian.   

 
When pronouncing blessings, please keep it very _____________________________ – this is a time for 
pronouncing a simple blessing; this is NOT a time for prayer ministry.  Make the sign of the 
________________ over the child’s forehead and simply say, “May Jesus bless you and make you a 
mighty man/woman of God.” 
 
 
DROPPED WAFER PROTOCOLS 
Sometimes you or a communicant will accidentally drop a wafer into the wine.  Don’t panic.  Simply 
point it out to the celebrant when you return the vessels, and he will remove the wafer using the special 
__________________ provided for that purpose.   

 
Sometimes you or a communicant will accidentally drop a wafer onto the floor.  Don’t panic.  Simply pick 
up the dropped wafer and hold it separately until you’re ready to return the vessels to the celebrant.  
Then hand the celebrant the dropped wafer (letting him KNOW it was dropped), and he’ll handle it.  Our 
______________________ follows special protocols for disposing of excess wine and dropped wafers. 
 
SPILLED WINE PROTOCOLS 
Sometimes you or a communicant will accidentally spill some wine.  Don’t panic.  An assistant from the 
Altar Guild will come and handle the situation. 
 
RETURNING VESSELS PROTOCOLS 
Once you’ve finished serving everyone in your line, please return the Communion vessels to the 
celebrant.  Often several servers will finish around the same time.  Please wait for the celebrant to take 
your vessels from you; please do ________ set them on the Altar yourself. 

 



HOW AND WHY TO USE A PURIFICATOR 
 
The purificator (the small cloth used to clean the chalice during communion) is an 
important part of the proper serving of the common drinking cup to 
communicants.  Used correctly, it keeps the cup from looking unattractive, helps 
reduce the spread of disease, and makes people more comfortable in drinking 
from the cup.  The careless use of a purificator does a real disservice in the 
Eucharist, and can drive people from the communion.  It is essential that the 
purificator be used properly and thoroughly.  
 
Please study and practice these steps, and incorporate them into your serving.  
 
THE SEVEN STEPS  
1. Always use a clean section of the purificator.  Do not reuse any section that has 
already touched the cup.  
2. Use the whole purificator.  Don't be afraid to open it up; the folds are not part 
of the liturgy.  However avoid using sections that are embroidered because these 
are very difficult to clean.  
3. Never continue to use a dirty or unattractive purificator.  If the purificator is 
used up, or is beginning to look a little dirty, get a clean one from the celebrant.  
4. Wipe the cup thoroughly at the section that has just been used.  Rub with some 
force, making certain to completely remove lipstick or other substances.  
5. Wipe the outside, rim, and inside of the lip, especially if lipstick or other matter 
is seen there.  Wipe it clean.  
6. Rotate the cup a 1/4 turn between communicants, and after wiping with the 
purificator.  Do this just before offering the cup, so that the communicant sees 
your rotating of the cup.  
7. Wipe the purificator up and away from the area to which you are about to 
rotate the cup.  This avoids wiping the previous communicant's saliva or lipstick 
onto the area where the next communicant will drink.  
 
[These steps are matters of courtesy and hygiene and demonstrate your 
conscientious efforts to keep the cup clean and rotated.  Your diligence will help 
make all communicants feel welcome and comfortable at the Lord's Supper and is 
greatly appreciated].  
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